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You will be able to:

List your entrepreneurial skills.

Determine what motives you may have for starting your own
bbliness.
Evaluite the different types of business opportunities that relate

to your dwn entrepreneurial skills.

Identify the best type of business for your motives and skills.
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'BEFORE YOU BEGIN.

1, Consult the Resource Guide for instructions if thig is your first PACE unit.
1.2. Read the Unit Objectives on the front cover. If you think you can meet these objectives now,

consult your instructor. l I

3.. These objectives wer.e met at Level 1:

. Define entrepreneurghip

-
i

Recognize the personal qualities and skills needed to be a successful entrepreneur

Compaie the advantages of owning a business with the advantages of working for
someone else

Assess your Own ability to be a successful entrepreneur

vg

If you feel unsure about anY of these topics, ask your instructor for materials to review them.

4. Look for these business terms as you read this'unit. If you need help with their meanings,
turn to the Glossary in the Resource Guide.

fixed assets
liqpidated
return'on investment-
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DETERMINING YOUR POTENTIAL AS AN ENTREPRENEUR

WHAT IS THIS UNIT ABOUT?

WHAT SKILLS, DO ENTREPRE-
NEURS NEED?

E ntrepreneurship is a unique economic reSource with unlimited
potential for producing new wealth. It is not limited by amount as are
land and labor. It is limited only by imagination. Entrepreneurship is

a a commerciaLenterprise created by an entteprenetir. Aii
entrepreneur takes on a level of risk in order'to suply a product oi
service that will fulfill a future need or demand of the marketplace,
and that willhe or she hopes:make a profit.

In this unit you will assess your own entrepreneurial skills. Then you
will determine what motives you have for becoming an entrepreneur.
Next you will examine the different types of business opportunities.
Finally, you should be able to determine what type of business would
best utilize your skills and motivations.

The areas of skill needed to operate a business successfully include
affective abilities, cognitive abilities, and manipulative abilities, as
shown in table 1.

TABLE 1

ENTREPRENEURSHIP 4PERTISE BY TYPE* SKILLS

Affective

Human relations aility

Communications ability

Creative ability

Cognitive

Organizing ability

Problem-solvineability

Decision-making ability

Technical*knowledge

Manipulative

PhyAical skill ability

Affective skills are the more intuitive activities related to creativity
and inventiveness. They are most needed in marketing, promotion,
and sales efforts. They provide your link with the marketplace.
Cognitive skills'are yourreasoning or logical thought processes. They
are related to how you solve problems and make decisiops. They will
be most useful in planning and managing a company. Manfpulative
skills rel'ate to your manual dexterity in performing a physical
activity, such as computing numbea or building houses.

As you consider what entrepreneurial skills you possess, talk with.
community business leaders and entrepreneurs to find out what skills
they believe are most important.

,
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WHAT DO ENTREPRENEU13,,S
DO?

Review the checklist in table 'a It will help you,think about what
entrepreneurs:do. These arjust sonle of the "hats" an entrepreneur
may be called upon to wear. (A handout of this table is available from
your instructor.)

TABLE 2

ENTREPRENEUAIAL "HATS" -

Financier
Insurance Manager
Shipper ._ Advertising_ Copywriter_ Engineer
Public Relations
Agent
Designer
Architect_ Display Artisan
Personnel Manager.
Wage Clerk
Acco.untant
File Clerk.
Teacher
'Bookkeeper
Mechanic
Secretary_ Groundskeeper_ Motor Pool Officer
Showperson

_ Bilking Clerk
Stock Clerk_Warehouser
Driver_ Artist ,_ Sign Pain'ter
Electrician
Salesperson
Ombudsperson_ Editor
Maintenance En gineer_ Supervisor_ Manager
Superintendent
Tax Expert .._ Analyst
Economist
Inventor_ Travel Clerk_ Writer
Police Officer
Custodian

(Adapted from Small`Business Administration Workshop Materials)

Remember, no one is expected to be an expert'in every area.
Entrepreneurs use outside consultants for help from time to time. If
you've already planned or opened your own business, check those hats -
you'll have to wear and,then circle the check for those in which you-
think you may need help.

If you are only considering 'a career in entrepreneurship, use the "hat
checklist" to check thoseareas you believe you already are(or soon
will be) ready to hancife by yourself. Decide if kou,have strengths in
one, two, or.all three of the management skill areas in table 1. .

4



WHAT ARE THE CHARACTER-
ISTICS OF SUCCESSFUL

TREPRENEURSHIP?

0

It determining your potential asan entrepreneur, it might be helpful,
to know the "personality profile" of successful entrepreneurs as a
group.,The following characteristics are cited as "typical," but they
are not meant to be used for judging your own unique potential.

A degree Of tough-mindidnesg that enables entrepren rs to
make and stick by, decisions comes int, o play very earl i the
endeavor, as friends; consultants, bankers, lawyers, parents,
children, and spouses begin analyzing and criticizing the
idea.

A willingness to work a little harder and a little longer
kiems to describe most entrepreneurs, even after they've
made their million and their point They look for
opportunities for work in the venture itself, or in new
ventures.. Other entrepreneurs prefer to work hard in getting
the new enterprise off the ground. Once it's up and running,
they pass the 'going" operation on to others. TOe willingness
to work hard surfaces, though, as problems or situations
continue to arise that require the unique talents of the
entrepreneur.

' A degree of self-confidence allows entrepreneurs to hire
outside expeRs and feel no threat to their own authority.-It is
also a useful trait in acquiring necessary capital, selling the f.
product or service, and ring the best people to do the job.-

A willingness to take qeasonable" risks means that
successful entrepreneurs don't gamble without having some
degree of control over 'results. The reasonable-risk .

characteristic is evident in start-up decisions, as well as in
follow-up decisions. It helps entrepreneurs set intelligent
limits on capital, lpans, manufacturing levels, inventory
policy(and custonier credit policy.

The flexibility observed in successful entrepreneurs is
evidtnt in their ability to juggle many "entrepreneurial hats"
while adjusting to changing goals, technology, and
competition. At any given point of the venture, entrepreneurs
may need to adj.gst to new information. This may mean
slightly changing course, broadening the concept, or
narrowing the field of endeavor. Successful entrepreneurs a*e
able to do.this on a day-to-day, hodr-to-hour basis as the new
venture moves into contact with external forces.

Entrepreneurial creativity refers to a finely tuned sense of
the needs of the marketplace. Successful entrepreneurs see

. problems as oppartunities because they represent unfulfilled
needs. Entrepreneurs see statistics as economic and market
forecasts, and individuals as sources of ideas.

Coal setting is a habit in successful entrepreneurs, even if it
pt(is often a subconscious one. Successful e epreneurs envision

what the long-range results of a given ction will be, and
-- strive to make.those restilts come true.

N -



'WHY BEGIN A BLINESS?

4
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An adept problem-solving nature in successful
entrepreneurs is evident in their ability to learn through trial,
and error. Consistently successful entrepreneurs use problems
to chart a path to successa probleni>olved is a step
fqr.ward.

A desire for profit in entrepreneurs is often said to be used
.primarily as their mdans of measuring their own success or
failure in the endeavor. However, the purely personal "I want
to be rich" motive operates at an equally high, level in many
entrepreneurs. Successful entrepreneurs are efficient in their
use of resources.

Enthusiasm is the entrepreneurial trait that directs the state
of mind of successful entrepreneurs to achieving their goals.
It wards off negativism, lethargy, and loss of coricentration,
even when all other forces seem to. be pulling in different
directions. It sustains self-confidence, heightens creativity,
and increases the capacity for flexibility and hard work. It
keeps tough-mindedndss from becoming gruff arrogance or
indifference, and it activates the profit motive just when
another person would decide "it just isn't worth it."

Why do you think you want to go into business? You probably have
more than.one reason. As you investigate the possiblity of becoming
an entrepreneur, take somo tithe to talk with people who have started
their own businesses. Ask thern)why they decided to start a
manufacturing company, franchise a gas station, or open a
management co.nsulting service'.

Many entrepreneFs will probably say they went into business to
make money. That is a central objective of any business. However, if
questioned further, these same entrepreneurs may tell you that they
want to earn a profit because that's the way to measure business.
achievement. Many entrepreneurs are motivated as much by their
strong need for achievement as they are by a desire for profit.

Many entrepreneurs cite qher reasons, too when explaining why
they went into business. These include

to be independentto be my own boss;

c'to prove ,my ability to myself or others;

to get out of a "rut;"

to have a job (cutbacks in many companies have motivated
employees to start their own businesses);

to advance technology or to promote a social cause.

6



Later, you will be asked to list your own possible motives for
becoming an entrepreneur. If you also ask others, you'll discover how
different motives Can be. How different do you think your instr4ctor's
entrepreneurial motives would be from yours? Motives change as
yo circumstances change.

What will motivate you is an advantage you believe you will gain by
undertaking a certain course of action, Consider what some of the
disadvantages (or demotivators) of entrepreneurship might be.
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WHAT ARE SOME OF THE By recognizing some potential demotivalors, you may be able to avoid
PROBLEMS OF BEING YOUR them or to minimize them. While working hard for the business that

OWN BOSS? you eventually will make into a success, you may find that you have
to take a cut in pay at first, work longer hours than you ever have .

before, and give up vacations and fringe benefits When you start a
business, you may find yourself in a financially insecure position.

Entrepreneurs often crave total independence, but not many
entrepreneurs can solve all business problems alone. A false
definition of independence can cut the entrepreneur off from seeking
needed assistance. If you think that all of theiskills and jobs an
entrepreneur performs are more than you can handle, remember that
you can hire experts in evefield. You still have the "independence"
to make the final decision.

9

If you decide to become an owner of a bUsiness knd you are also a
family person, you need to recognize that establiNing and managing
a business will require a major amount of your time. Do you know
how your spouse will react to this? Will you be able to,spend the
amount of time you would like with your family? Will you have their
support?
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Assuming you have identified your entrepreneurial skills and
motives, your next step will be tudecide what type of business might
be right for you. Unit 1 deals in detail with the selection of a
partipular line of work or industry. Unit 5 deals with the type of
ownership and method of entry. The following discussion is to help
you identify all the decisions that you must make .to get your business
started. -..t.

I

..

,

Some of the decisions necessary to start a business are
o

Type of legal entity, which would include sole
proprietorship, partnerships, corporations, and cooperatives.

Method of entry, which would include franchising, licensing,
inventing a new product or new manufacturing/production
method, purchasing an existing facility, and opening-a new
company to coMpete with existing firms.

Type of busines's activity which would include
manufq.cturing, wholesaling, retailing and service businesses,
construction, agriculture, mining, transportation,
communications, utilities, finance, insurance, real estate,
,forestry, or fishing.

In evaluating each of these, your own motives, skills, and
circumstances weigh heavily'in the decision. The Small Business
Administration statistics in table 3 show the 1977 levels of business
receipts for each kind of business activity by the type of legal entity.

If you haven't already selected a busipess, use table 3 as a thought- ;
starter. Consider the various industry choices you have. Which one(s)
would you be most skilled in, knowledgeable about, or willing to learn
about? What type,oflegal form'of business will you consider? Do you
have or need a partner? Can yo.0 buy an already existing company?
Do you want to?

The decision to go into business for yourself requires that you make,
many decisions before you begin an actual operation. The successful
entrepreneur gathers all of the information, considers all the options,
and tlien picks what seems to be the best alternative. Are you a
potentially successful entrepreneur?

A
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The Small Business Administration has developed some questions to
help you think about what you need to become a successful
entrepreneur. Consider each of the following'questions. If the answer
is YES, you are on the right track. If you answer NO, you-have some..
work to do. (The other PACE units will help you do that work.) ,

TABLE 3

BUSINESS RECEIPTS BY INDUSTRY DIVISIONS AND
( LEGAL FORM OF ORGANIZATION, 1977 .

(Millions of Dollars)

'A r

a

.

Industry Division Total
Sole

Proprietorships Partnerships Corporations

All industries 4,384,345 393,872 . 176,548 3,813,025

Agriculture, forestry
and fishing

All industries,
excluditig agriculture,
forestry and fishing

Mining
Construction
Manu facturing
Transportation,

Communication,
Utilities

Wholesale and Reta il
Trade '4

Wholesale Trade
Retail Trade
Mance, InsFance,

Real Estate
Services
Not allocable

122,109

4,262,236
103,006
233,727

1,610,163

336,130

1,424,725
675,3881
744,5411

270,078
281,168

3,237

74,641

319,231
4,587

42,752
10,024

13,879

160,494
33,4991

123,5941

19,320
67,791 '

3$3

13,537

163,011
5,$66

14,230
8,798

3,818

48,616
16,6241
31,9831

43,895
37,788

-----

33,931

3,779,994
92,553

176,745
1,591,341

318,433

1,215,615
625,2651
588,9641

206,863
175,589

2,854

i

\

1Does not include unallocated returns.

. NOTE: Components may not add to total because of rounding.
4 ,

SOURCE: Department of Treasury, Internal Revenue Service, 1977 Sole Proprietor-
ship Returns, Table 1.1; 1977 Partnership Returns, Table 1 and 1977 Corporation
Revenue Tax Returns, Table 1..
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ARE YOU READY TO BECOME YOU
AN ENTREPRENEUR?

Are you the kind of person who can get a businesestarted
and run it successfully?

I

Think about why you want to own your own business. Do you.
want it badly enough to work long hours without knowing
how much money you'll end up with?

Does your family go along with your plan to start a business
of your own?

Have you worked in a business similar to the one you want to
start?

Have you worked for someone else as a supervisor or
manager? ,

Have you had any business training in school?

THE MONEY

Have you saved any money?

Do you 'know how much money you will need to get your
business started?

Have you figured out whether you could make more money
working for someone else?

Have you determined how much of your own money you can
put into the business?

Do you know how much credit you can get from your
,suppliersthe people from whom you will buy?

Do yOu know where you can borrow,.the rest of the money
needed to start your business?

HaVe you figured out your.expected net income per year from
the business? (Include your salary and profit on the money
you put into the business:) .

Can you live on less than this so*that you can use some of it to
help your business grow?

Have,you talked to a bank6r about your plans?

SELLING

Have you deCided on a selling plan?

Do you know how to get customers to buy?

10
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Have you thought about the selling techniques that make -

c&tomers want to buy from soMe salespersons while others
turn them off?

YOUR EMPLOYEES I
,

If you need to hire someone to help you, do you know where to
look?

\ .

Do you know what-kind of person you need?

Db youzokno'w how much to pay?

Do you know what benefits to provide?

Do you have a plan for training your employees?

Do you have a work plan for yourself and your employees'r

CREDIT FOR YOUR CUSTOMERS '

*

Have you decided whether to let your customers buy on
credit?

Do you know the good and bad points about joining a credit-
card plan?

Can you tell a "deadbeat" from a good credit customer?

Have you talked with other busiiiess owners in the area about
what they think of your business?

t
Have you talked with the company's suppliers?

'Have you talked to a lawyer about'it?

ADVERTISING -----N

Have you decided how you will advertise? (Newspapers,. pbsters, handbills, radio, mail)

Do you know where to get help with your ads?

Have you watched how other similar businesses get people to
buy?.

THE PRICES YOU CHARGE

Can you determine what you should charge for each product
.. or service you sell?

Do you know what other busineSses like yours charge?,

,
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BUYING

po you know how to find out what your customers want? /
Will yOur inventory records tell you When -it is time to reorder
'and how much to order?

4

4! Will you buy most of pour stock from .a few suppliers rather
than'a little from many, so that those you buy from 'will want
to help you succeed? . /

PROTECTING YOUR BUSINESS
.

Have you made plans Dar protecting your business against
thefts of all kindsshoplifting, robberY, burglary, stealing by
employees? 4

Have you talked with an insurance agent about what kinds of
insurance you, need?

,

BUYING A BUSINESS FROM SOMEONE ELSE

Have you made a list of what you` like and don't like about
buying a business someone else has started?

.
,

a Are you sure you know the real reason why the owner wants
to sell that business? -

Ha e y compared the cost of buying the business with the
c s e staiting a new business?

. .
lave you talk4 to a lawyerabout it? .

Are-the stock/eq4ment/fixtures up-to-date and in good
condition? t

Is the building in good con
,

Will the owner of the building transfer'-tlease to you?

Have you talked with other business people in the a'rea to see
what they think of the business?

Have you talked w,ith the company's supriliers?

YOUR RECORDS .

Have you planned a system of records that will enable you to
keep track of your income and expenses, what you owe other
people, and what other.people owe you?

.; .
Can you keep track of your inventory so that you will always
have enough on hand for your customers, but not more than
you can sell?,

12
13
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Rave you figured out how to keep your payroll records and
take care of tax reports and payments?,

Do ytru know what financial statements.you should prepare?

Do you know how to use these Anancial statemerits?

Do you know an accountant who will help you with your
records and financial statements?

YOUR BUSINESS AND THE LAW

Do you know what licenses and permits you need?

Do you know what business laws you have to obey?

EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES

Do you know what equipment and supplies you will need and
how much they will cost?

Aln you save some-money by buying secondhand equipment?

YOUR MERCHANDISE/SERVICES

Have you decided what products/services you will sell?

Do you know how much or how many of each product you
will need to buy in order to open your business?

Have you found suppliers Who will sell you what you need at
a good price?

Have you compared the prices and credit terms of different
suppliers?

A PARTNER

If you need a partner who has money or know-how, do you
know someone who will fitsomeone with whom you can get
along?

Do you know the good and bad poira about going it alone,
having a partner, and incorporating your business?

Do you know a lawyer to whom you call go for advice and
help with the legal papers?

Have you talked to a lawyer aliout it?

13 1



YOUR CUSTOMERS

Do most businesses in your community seem to be doing well?

Have you tried to find out how well businesses similar to the
one you want to open are doing in your community and in the
.rest of the country?

Do you know what kind of petle will Walit to buy what you
plan to sell?

Do such people live in the area where you,want to open your
business?

Do you feel they need a business like yours?

If not, haye you thought about opening a different kind of
buMness or going to another neighborhood?

YOUR BUILDING

Have you found a good logation for your business?

Will you have enough room when your business "gets going?"

Can you fix the building the way you want to without
spending too much money?

Will you have adequate parking facilities?

Can potential customers get to it easily from parking spaces,
bus stops, or homes?

*lave you had a lawyer check the lease and zorang?

(Adapted from the Small Business Administration's Small Marketer's
Aid, No. 71, pp. 1-4.)



ACTIVITIES Do yon think you know enough about the personal characteristics of
an entrepreneur? The following activities will hdlp you evaluate your
own potential as an entrepreneur.-

INDIVIDUAL ACTIVITY A. List the entrepreneurial hats you would least like to wear.
Write down'why next to each "hat. Decide whether or not
you feel capable of handling them successfully, even though
you don't like them. (Refer to table 2).

B. List the entrepreneurial hats you think you'd mbsfenjoy
wearing. Write down why next to each "hat." Decide whether
you have specific experience onstrength in these areas.

C. List the entrepreneurial hats for which you would hire an
outside expert. Decide what kind of company or consultant
would provide the best expertise in these areas. For example,
if you would hire someorie to do advertising copywriting, hoW
would you go about locating the right person or organization?
If you don't know, see PACE Unit 4, call the local Small
Business Administration office., or ask a local entrepreneur_
for guidance.

COMBINED INDIVIDJ5tL AND
GROUP ACTIVITY'

D. Check the Resource Guide list of business and trade
associations. Write to the association(s) that reprgent the
entrepreneurial hat(s) for which you would need helg. Ask for
the address of tiv nearest local chapter of the association.
Find out if the ldcal chapter has a membership list you can
use. Will they help you select a consultant? Write a brief
report on what you learn.

-

Do you know howto evaluate your potential to be an entrepreneur?
The following activities will help you.

Interview a local entrepreneur. Ask what some of the toughest
decisions were in starting the company, and why they were tough.
Decide whether or not you would have made the same decisions:
Discuss with the class why you agree or disagree with the
entrepreneur's decision.

INDIVIDUAL,ACTIVITY List some activities you have been involved in that have some risk
attached to winning or losing (sports, politics, card clubs, lotteries,
etc.). Which ones gave you the biggest thrill? Which ones gave you the
most personal satisfaction? In which ones did you have some control
of the results? Did your 'eve] of competition or intensity vary when
there was a-tangible reward involved? Decide whether you like
taking risks,more when you 'have some degree of control over the
outcome.

6 °
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GROUP ACTIVITY

INDIVIDUAL OR GROUP
ACTIVITY

...

This activity, to determine your risk-taking tating, should be done in
a group of two or more. .

A. Obtain a set of three rings (metal, plastic, or /libber) six
inches in diameter and.also a one and one-half foot peg about
one inch in diameter. Set the peg firmly in the ground and
measure off fifty feet from the peg, drawing a line at each
one-foot interval. Give each person in the grOup three chances
to toss the rings on the peg, selecting his oi her own distance
from the peg. For each person, record the distance and the
success or failure of each throw. In the second round, .

introduce monetary rewards. Record the success/failure and
distances of each 'throw. A couple of suggestions are: the
person pays a quarter if he or she misses a toss; the person
wins fifty cents if he or she wins the toss.

B. Each person should discuss fhe distance and spccess/failure
rates, the.feelings involved, the levels of risk taken, and'
reasons for deciding. on distances. Discuss what effects the
monetary reward system has on each person's risk-taking
pattern. Who do you feel took too much and who toOk too little
risk? What were their scores at the different distances? How
did those who chose "average" distances perform? How did
their chances of success differ from thbse who tossed from .

longer or shorter differences? How did ,things change with
the intitoduction of the monetary rewards?

Ask a local entrepreneur to discuss withi you, individually or with the
class, how important flelcibilit is to running your own bUsiness. Ask
for specific examples of when goals or tactics had to be changed and .

how swiftly the chgnges occurred. Find out what the results might
have been if the entrepreneur had continued on the original course of
action. Find out how the changes affected other decisions.

.

INDIVIDUAL ACTIVITY A. List all the "hats" you now wear in a typical Week. Think
about them in such categories as "bill-payer," "recordkeeper,"
nutritionist," "student," "parent," "social director;" and so.
forth.

I.
_

B. Analyze your own"ability to handle all the hats you now wear.
Do you ever let one area get enough out of balance that it
disrupts the flow of your lifestyle? Were you surprised to find

t how many hats you wear? Do you think you have a good sense
of timing? Do you feel you are flexible in STour lifestyle arid
decision making? Do you react positively to unscheduled
events?

r
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INDIVIDUAL ACTIVITY Creativity fOr the entrepreneur means being able to recognize
. potential market needs that could be provided to a group of.

- consumers for a price. Select one or two groupefrom the list,below
. and try to come up with several unique services or products that they

might buy and that would be profitable.

older citizens in nursing homes

.working mothers

divorced fathers

vacationing teenagers

teachers

farmers

bus drivei-s

business executives

entrepreneurs

GROUP ACTIVITY As a class, pick one group of consurhers from t1 list above .and see
how many different business ideas the class car generate. Notice how
group creative thinking spurs new ideas: ideas venerate ideas.

INDIVIDUAL ACTIVITY Divide a sheet of paper in half, with one side r personal ioals and
the other for profeSsional goals. Start two lists,with such short-term
goals,as 'graduate," "earn $5,000,f "buy a. red convertible," and so
forth. Work toward one-year and five-year goals. Try to be as specific
as possible in describing your gbils. Now list what stands between
you and each goal and determine how you might best get around the
obstacles. Lists like these can be constantly revised and updated. If
you refer to them and revise them frequently, they will keep your
cOnscious and subconscious mind directed to:achieving your goals.

INDIVIDUAL ACTIVITY Assume you have definitely decided to become an entrepreneur. List
what motives you have for starting your own business. Try to list at
least one personal motive, one Social motive, one family motive, and
one career motive. Decide which one would be most important to you..
Think about how the notives overlap one another.

>00
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ASSESSMENT . Directions: Read the following quqtions. Answer each question to
check your knowledge of the topics presented in this unit. When you
are finished, ask your instructor to check your answers.

I°

,-.

.:.)

..

-
J

#

..,

1. What are -some of the entrepreneurial hats you will have to
wear to run your own small business?

2. Which of the entrepreneurial character traits do you think
will be most important to you in-running a small business?

3. What are some of the motives you feel you.would have for
starting your own Company?

4. What do you think wouldibe your biggest problem in running
your own business?

5. What type of business opportunity will you 'be most likely to
consider if you start your own company? Why?

. 1

6. What exPerience do you have or do you e;pect to 'gain that
:. will be _useful, should you start your own company?
,

7. What area of running a business (which entrepreneurial hat)
. do you think you would most likely want to hire an expert to

handle for you?

18
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PACE
Unit 1. Understanding the Nature of Small Business

. .
Unit 2. Determining Your Potential as an Entrepreneur

Unil 3. Developing the Business Plan.

Unit 4, Obtaining Technical Assistancei

..

Unit 5. Choosing the Type of Ownership

Unit 6. Planning the Marketing Strategy
,

U-nit 72 Locating the Business

Unit 8. Financing the Business
..

Uhit 9. Dealing with Legal Issues

Unit 10. Complying with Government Regulations

Unit 11. Managing the Busirss

Unit 12. Managing Human Resources

Unit 13. Promoting the Busine4

Unit 14. Managing Sales Efforts

Unit 15. Keeping the Business Records

Unit 16. Managing the Finances

Unit 17. Managing Customer Credit and Collections

Unit 18. Protecting the Business

Resoutce Guide

Instructors' Guide
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Units on the above entrepreneurship topics are available at the following three levels.

Level 1 helps you understand the creation and operation of a business
Level 2 prepares you to plan for a business in your future
Level 3 guides you in starting and managing your own- business .
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